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CREATING A
SUMMER FOR
EVERYONE TO
ENJOY



INTRODUCING THE
SUMMER PLAY SCHEME

 

"MY KIDS HAVE
REALLY ENJOYED
THIS YEAR" 

Between the 1st of June and the 8th of
September 2019, The Nunsmoor Centre
Trust provided 300 hours of supervised
play time, hosted in the centre's play
space with the addition of play
equipment and facilitated games and
activities.



Recycled cardboard and plastic bottles
turned into rocket jet packs. 
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"Looking forward to every
weekend just to have an
amazing time with the kids,
interacting, playing and
watching them grow is what I
enjoy about every summer. It's
always a wonderful experience
to be playranging at Nunsmoor."
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"The Nunsmoor centre was
a safe haven and a
mulitcultural, diverse social
hub for Newcastle's West
End communities this
summer. It provided a place
to be for children who
otherwise had nowhere to
go and for families who
sought security and fun"



Face paints prior to a dramatic dance
performance inside during a rain
storm. 



Parents' thoughts

 

"TODAY WAS FANTASTIC, REALLY
KEPT THE KIDS OCCUPIED AND

ACTIVE, KEEP GOING LIKE THIS."



As individuals were able to
visit multiple times it is not possible to
judge how many individuals attended

however it is possible to confirm the
numbers of visits (new and returning) for

each category.

WHO
ATTENDED?

737 
WITH PARENTS

 

212
WITH OUT PARENTS

 

949
TOTAL CHILDREN

 



This graph
demonstrates

the fluctuation of
the total number

of children
attending the play

sessions through
out the summer.
This was caused
by poor weather

and clashing
events such as

the Mela Festival,
the Hoppings and

Eid.



This graph
demonstrates the

pattern of mean
age of children
attending over

the summer.



Children from 36
different

ethnicities
attended the

sessions with the
largest group

after 'unknown'
being British,

followed by British
Pakistan, Pakistan

and Slovakia.



Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths (STEM) activities during the
Diversity Event.



Parents' thoughts

 

"THE KIDS HAVE ABSOLUTELY
LOVED IT, IF THEY WEREN'T HERE

THEY WOULD PROBABLY BE AT
HOME WATCHING MOVIES OR ON

GADGETS."



Egg Box sail boats on a rainy day



ORGANISED
ACTIVITIES

Everything from
sports to arts and
crafts through to
filming and
lemonade stands.

USING PLAY
EQUIPMENT

Supporting
children in
having fun using
the playground
structures and
toys.

FREE PLAY
 

Providing a safe
space for
children to
engage in
imagination
fuelled fun.

WHAT
DID WE
DO?



One
Saturday a
group of
parents
asked for
help
teaching
their
children
how to ride
bikes. That
day three
children
went from
complete
beginner to
confident
riders!



STEM ACTIVITIES
Building, water tunnels,
experiments, slime,
bridges, bubble foam.

THE ARTS
Filming, directing, acting,
painting, creating,
writing, drawing, dance,
sculpting.

SPORTS AND GAMES
Riding bikes, football,
badminton, catching,
basketball, tag, obstacle
courses.

PLAY EQUIPMENT
Using a wide range of
toys, bikes, scooters,
sand toys, water toys.

FREE PLAY
Playing hospitals,
houses, families and
Harry Potter games.

SENSORY PLAY
Sensory bins, water play,
music and dance, sand
play.



Children
of all
ages
enjoyed
playing
at the
centre.



FOOD PROVISION 

Over the six week school summer holiday 

CLEANING TIME ALLOCATED 

Due to an increase in messy play activities

INCREASE IN RANGE OF ACTIVITIES

Including the introduction of sensory play

3 CHANGES
IMPLEMENTED



A REFLECTION ON HOLIDAY
HUNGER 

FOOD - WHAT IS
THE NEED?



FROM 1ST OF APRIL 2018-31ST MARCH
2019, THE TRUSSEL TRUST DISTRIBUTED
32,995 EMERGENCY FOOD PARCELS TO
CHILDREN IN THE NORTH EAST

Reports suggest that many children return to school
in a worse educational, health and developmental
state after the summer break with as many as three
million children facing food insecurity.

The percentage of children suffering with summer
food poverty is rising fastest in the North East than
any other region.
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The Nunsmoor Centre Trust recieved
funding from Newcastle's best

summer ever scheme and provided
fruit, a sandwich and a bottle of

water on eight sessions and four
from NCT additional funding. 

The food was well receieved by most
families and many were very grateful. 

FOOD
PROVISION
WITH NBSE



Parents' thoughts

"KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK"



CLEANING
TIME

Further cleaning time was allocated to enable the play rangers to clean
effectively. With large numbers of children using the toilets unsupervised, they
were often left in a very dirty condition. Messy play and sensory toys were used
throughout the summer. it was not possible to clean either the toilets or the
tables and chairs with just water and so it was agreed that time would be
allocated after the children have left that would enable the play rangers to use
appropraite cleaning equipment safely. 

EXPANSION
THE RANGE OF
ACTIVITIES

Following feedback from previous
years, multiple new activities were put
on during the sessions which allowed
children to explore a range of creative
and sport related games and tasks.



Kids' thoughts

"IF I WASN'T HERE I WOULD BE
WATCHING TV, I WOULD LIKE IT

TO BE OPEN EVERY DAY"



UNSUPERVISED CHILDREN
Parents attending often were unaware of where in the playground
their children were. An initial conversation as new families enter,
potentially the key holder, to outline the rules of attending might
prevent this negligence in future.

MANAGING SAFTEY AT THE CHURCH EVENT
On the day of the church event, it was raining too heavily to be
outside and as the hall was being used, the reception area was the
only place that the children could be. This meant managing the risk
of the stairs and trying to not create mess on the carpets and sofas.
There was also a hot barbecue in the playground and cars driving in
and out. This event should be reviewd in order to manage risk.

ISSUES WITH DATA COLLECTION FOR NBSE
Recieving the financial support of the partnership was beneficial
however the data collection was extremely time consuming and not
feasible for two playrangers to do alongside running the session.
Developing a new record for next summer will be cruicial.

CHALLENGES
AND
SUGGESTIONS



MANAGING SAFTEY AT THE CHURCH EVENT
Images used with consent from parents and children. Report written by Bridget Stratford and Ateea (Summer 2019 Play Rangers) 


